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Abstract 
Let us consider a compact orientable manifold XI and (f. 9) ’ p d air of selfmaps of ,I[. When 
:I1 belongs to a nilpotent class of compact manifolds, so in particular if 111 is a nilmanifold. we 
establish relations among :V(f. g). #R[f. g]. coin(f#.g#). and _4(f.g). Such relations are well 
known for tori. Finally. we extend the results for spaces E which are locally trivial nilpotent 
fibrations which fibre over a nilmanifold with certain fibers. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Ke~wwxfs: Nielsen coincidence number: Lefschetz coincidence number: Reidemeister class: 
Nilmanifold: Nilpotent action; Nilpotent fibrations 
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Introduction 
Let f : :V + ‘V be a map where 117 is a compact nilmanifold. In 11.71, it is shown 
that :V(,f) = 121(,f)i, where iv(f) is the Nielsen number of f and /l(j) is the Lefschetz 
number of .f. In [8] it is shown that /l(f) # 0 if and only if #R[f] < x. Now let 
f. 9 : .v + LV be a pair of maps where JV is again a compact nilmanifold. Then in [4,14] 
the analogous coincidence theorem is proven, that is, N(f. ,y) = In(j’, y)l. We must point 
out that in [7], it is also shown that lV(f) = IA(f)1 where f : N + ,V is a map and ,V 
belongs to any nilpotent class C. According to [7], we define a nilpotent class C to be a 
class of compact connected manifolds satisfying the following conditions: 
(N. 1) C contains all tori (product of circles). 
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(N.2) Given any map 9 : Al --) M where ,I1 E C is not a torus, there is a commutative 
diagram 
where p is a principal T-fibration, T is a torus, B E C and f is homotopic to g. 
It follows that the class of compact nilmanifolds is a nilpotent class. We observe that 
several results, which are true for compact nilmanifolds, depend only on the homotopy 
type of the space. Also, if a manifold N belongs to a nilpotent class, then N has the 
homotopy type of a compact nilmanifold. This has motivated us to consider the family, 
denoted by HN, of all finite CW complexes which have the homotopy type of a compact 
nilmanifold. 
The purpose of this work is to establish a relation among IV(f% g), #R[f: .9], coin(f#, 
9#), and 4f.9), which are, respectively the coincidence Nielsen number of the pair 
(f, g), the cardinality of the Reidemeister classes of the pair (f. g), the coincidence 
elements of the homomorphisms induced on the fundamental group by f and g, and the 
Lefschetz coincidence number of the pair (f. 9). The relations proven below hold for tori 
and appear implicitly in [2]. These are desirable relations because N(f, g) is a geometric 
invariant, /L(f, g) is defined in terms of homology, and #R[f, 91 and coin(f#. ,9~) depend 
on the fundamental group and the induced homomorphisms. Our first main result is for 
a pair of maps f, g : N + N, where ;V belongs to any nilpotent class. We prove: 
Theorem 2.5. Given f ~ g : N + N where N belongs to a nilpotent class C, the following 
three conditions are equivalent: 
(4 N(f:g) # 0; 
(b) coin(f++, g#) = 1; 
(cl Wf,gl < cm* 
If one of the three conditions holds, then 
NV, 9) = #W, 91 = l4.f, s)l 
The techniques used to prove such a theorem rely on the product formula for coin- 
cidence index and the fact that a pair of hbre maps of a principal fibration have the 
property that the Lefschetz coincidence number of the maps restricted to the fibre over 
a coincidence point is independent of the coincidence point. This has motivated us to 
consider a more general setting, namely nilpotent fibrations, which appears naturally in 
topology. Recall that F + E ----) B is called a nilpotent fibration if 7rt (E) is a nilpotent 
group and acts nilpotently on the homotopy groups of the fibre. Certainly principal h- 
brations are nilpotent fibrations. Let .FC be the family of all locally trivial fibre bundles 
F + E + N where N E C and E. F are compact orientable manifolds. We denote 
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by FC(N) the elements of FC which fibre over a fixed N E C. Finally let &C(N) 
be the elements of _Z(N) which have simply connected fibers. Now we can state our 
second main result. We prove: 
Theorem 3.7. For two jihre preserving maps f. y : El + E? where F2 + E2 + N 
is nilpotent, dim El = dim E2, ~1 (El) = 7r(E2) and either f#(~l (El)) = ~1 (IS>) or 
g#(~l (El )) = ~1 (El), the follmving three conditions are equivalent: 
(a) ~v(.f.g) # 0; 
(b) coin(f#.g#) = 1 and A(f’,g’) # 0; 
(cl #R[f,g] < CC and A(.f’.g’) # 0. 
Jf one of the three conditions above holds then 
N(f. g) = N(J, Tj)X(f’. g’) = #R[~. Tj]#R[.f’. g’] = #R[f, g]. 
Finally in any case, all the Nielsen classes have the same index, namely 
*~4(f’. .9’)WW 9’1 and b’Kf~~)l = Mf’.g’)lMf.S)l~ 
Here f’, g’ and 7, 3 are the restrictions of f, g on the fibre and the induced maps 
on the base, respectively. The main step in the proof of this result is the Fundamental 
Lemma 3.4, which shows that under certain conditions, the Lefschetz coincidence number 
of the pair of maps restricted to the fibers is independent of the particular fibre. 
Theorem 2.5 is also true for a space ,rV in HN, but it (and therefore Theorem 3.7) 
does not hold for solvmanifolds. A counter-example is given at the end of Section 2. 
The paper is divided into three sections. In Section 1 we study algebraically the 
Reidemeister classes which arise from a pair of homomorphisms between two short exact 
sequences (possibly different ) of groups. In Section 2 we look at the fibration provided 
by the definition of a nilpotent class. We apply the results of Section 1 to specific short 
exact sequences of fundamental groups which arise from the above fibrations. The main 
results in this section are Theorems 2.3 and 2.5. In Section 3 we define the family of 
fibrations FC, whose elements are certain fibre bundles over manifolds which belong to 
a fixed nilpotent class. We prove the Fundamental Lemma 3.4 and the main result of this 
section which is Theorem 3.7. 
1. Reidemeister classes of a short exact sequence 
Let US consider a diagram of two short exact sequences of groups and maps among 
these two sequences: 
(*) 
where f’ = fj~. g’ = gl~, 
We recall that the Reidemeister class R[~I. 921 relative to homomorphisms 91 1 ~2 : 
K - T are the equivalent classes of elements of ?i given by the following relation: 
Q - +72(O)up, (/3-l for Q E 7r and H E K. 
Let qs: 7rl + 712, @ : KI + I<2 be group homomorphisms such that following diagram 
is commutative: 
Proposition 1.1. If we have a diagram as above then y induces a map G: R[fl , gl] + 
7qf2. L/21. 
Proof. Let c): - gi (O)nfi (e))‘. Then 
(r”(gi (GM (0-V) = ‘t?Sl (O?(“)Cfl (0-l) = Y2(bw))wk4f2 (W,) -’ 
which is equivalent to y(o). So the result follows. 0 
Proposition 1.2. Given the diagram (*) we have a short sequence of sets 
R[f’, g’] 3 R[f: g] 2 R[f, ij]. 
where 52 is surjective and p6’ [l] = im 72 ( l ) w lere / 1 is the identity element qf Q2. 
Proof. That we have a short sequence of sets where $ is surjective, follows from 
Proposition 1.1 and the fact that ~32 : GZ + QZ is an epimorphism. 
Take[o] Eker@~aandcuE[a].So1-)2(c~)~ [l].Th’ IS means that there is e E Qi such that 
1)2(Q) = aefw. $9 ince pi is surjective we can find 8 E Gi such that pi (6) = e. So --- 
P2(0) = ~(W(~)Y = am (Q)vbl (W’ = 1_2MQ))P2w))r’ = P2MQLfw’). 
Therefore Q = g(O)_f(g)-‘iz(<) f or some [ E H2 or o = g(f’9)(f(e)-‘i2([)f(e))f(t9-‘. 
But H2 c G? is normal, therefore f(H)-‘i~(<)f(H) = iz(<i) for some <i E H2 and 
T2([<,]) = [cx]. So the result follows. 0 
In order to study the injectivity of the map 72, for each element Z E Q2 let H2(&) = 
p;‘@), C, = (3 E Q, 1 g($)sf(6’ 
I 
) = Q-} and let %&[f’, g’] be the set of equivalence 
classes of elements of HZ(Z) by the equivalence relation /3 - g(O)of(@-‘) where P E 
H2(E) and 8 E p,‘(Gz). Finally let R[&,gc] be the set of equivalence classes of 
elements of Hz(Z) given by the relation ij - g(H)af(V’) where fi E &(E) and 
BE H,. 
Proposition 1.3. The natural map H?(E) + j33’ [CL] induces a map i : Rz[f’, g’] * 
pj5’ [TX] which is a bijection. 
Proof. Given U and g(e)$f(gV’) where 3 E Hz(E) and 6) E or’, certainly we 
have [g(0)pf(OV1)] = [O] b ecause in particular 8 E Gi . So i is a well defined map. Now 
let us show that i is surjective. Given [p] E pT’[-] o , we have that there is 8 E 0, such 
- _-_I 
that E = g(g)p2(10)f(O ). Take 0 E GI where p,(O) = e. So g(O)pf(Q-,) E p;‘(z) 
and [i3] = [g(O)Pf(H-‘)I. S o i is surjective. Now let [O,], [/32] E Rz[f’, g’] be such that 
i[$] = i[,O2]. Thus there is Q E G, where ,/I, = g(O),!?2f(O-‘). But then 
P263’) = P29(~b2(~2bZf(~-‘) = zT(I-3 (Q))P2um(Pl oq. 
Since p2(P,) = pz(B2) = 3, it follows that 6’ E pP’(CZ) and consequently [/3,] = [,!&I 
as elements of Rz[f’. g’]. 0 
Definition 1.4. Given 8 E CZ and [P] E R[f~.,qz] define e[O] = [g(@Pf(P’)I where 
3 E [O] and p, (0) = 3. 
Proposition 1.5. This is a well dejined action Cz x R[fz: ~1 --) R[fz, g$ of a group 
on a set. 
Proof. First let us take 8, = g(X),fif(X-‘) for X E H, and 81:82 E p;‘(8). We must 
show that the result is independent of both ,O, p and 191~82. 02M~’ E HI so 
s(e2)9(x)~f(x~‘)f(ez’> =9(e2)9(x)9(e,‘)g(e2)Pf(~,‘)f(e2)f(x-’)f(e,’) 
=g(HzXH;‘)g(Bz)B~(e7’)S((82XB;‘)~’). 
Thus 82 acting on 0, is equivalent to Q2 acting on P and the result is independent of d. 
Furthermore, 
9(~2)9(~,‘)9~~lI,~f(~,‘)f(~l)f(~,’) = s(o2B;‘)scelisf(H;‘)f((BzH;1)-‘)~ 
so Q2 acting on /3 is equivalent to 8, acting on ,O and the result is independent of 0 as 
needed. The rest of the proof is straightforward. 0 
For the next proposition let us define C’s = (9 E Gl ]g(O)Pf(P’) = :8}. 
Proposition 1.6. Two classes of R[fz, gE] re p resent the same class of R[ f: g] if and 
only if they belong to the same orbit by the action of Cc. Further the isotropy subgroup 
of this action at an element [p] is G~pl = p~(C~~) c C, where /3 E [/I?]. 
Proof. The “if part” is clear. Suppose [/?,I 1 [a] E R[fcT g$ are equal in R[f, g]. Then 
there exist X E GI such that fl2 = g(A)fi,f(A-‘). Thus, 
P2Cfi2) = P29(x)P2(~l)P2(f(x-‘)) = 5 = am Gm& P-‘1. 
Therefore PI (A) E CZ and p, (A)[&] = [,D2] and the result of the first part follows. 
Now let us consider the isotropy subgroup at an element [p]. It is simple to see that 
PI(C(~) C G[,]. So it remains to show that G[,BI c p,(Co). For this, take y E Gl such 
that PI(Y) E G[,q]. So 9(r)Pf(r-‘1 E [PI. Therefore .dr)Pf(r-‘1 = .dt)Pf(tC’) for 
some [ E H,. So g(<-‘r)Pf(<P1r)-’ = 0 or [-‘r E Co and the result follows. 0 
Remark. 
(a) The subgroups C, are also useful to study the coincidence Nielsen theory of maps 
among non-orientable manifolds. 
(b) The action of C’, can be defined alternatively using the subgroup K = p,’ (CT~_) C
G,. If we do so, then the isotropy group becomes just C/j, for any 3 E p;’ (CZ). 
Later we will have to compare the Reidemeister classes R[f’. g’] with R[fc. gz]. For 
this let N be an element of p;‘(Z). 
Proposition 1.7. There is a hi&rim between R[~clCY.f’. g ] andR[f~, gJ, where TV = 
cap’. 
Proof. Let 9: H2 A Hz(&) be given by ~(3) = $0. This is a bijection. Now for 8 E HI 
p(g’(o)B~J(o)-‘) = ~(g’(e);~~~‘(H)~‘(I’) 
= g’(8)3”.f’(H-‘)“.~“~ = g’(e),!Ynf’(eK) 
This last element is in the class of &I = &3) and the result follows. 0 
Now for the next proposition let us assume that 
is a central extension. 
Proposition 1.8. There is a bijectiorz betweet R[f’. 9’1 and R[fz, g$ for any ?i E Q2. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.7 we have in general a bijection between R[fz, 9~1 and 
R[.~~f’,g’]. But r,, : Hz i H2 is the identity homomorphism since the extension is 
central by hypothesis. Therefore the result follows. 0 
2. Reidemeister classes for nilpotent classes of manifolds 
We will distinguish three classes of spaces. The first one, denoted by No, is the class 
of the compact nilmanifolds. The second is a Nilpotent class, written C, which is a 
class of compact connected manifolds as in Definition 2.1 in [7]. Finally, let HN be 
the class of all finite complexes K such that K has the homotopy type of a compact 
nilmanifold. Of course, the last statement is equivalent to saying that the finite complex 
K is an Eilenberg-MacLane space of type ( X, I), where x is the fundamental group of 
a compact nilmanifold. In this section we first prove a result for the class No. Then, by 
a general argument, the result automatically extends to any class C and as well to Hhr. 
Let N E Na be a nilmanifold. In [7] it is proven that No is a nilpotent class. From 
the proof of this fact in Section 3 of [7], one can see that there is a principal T-fibration 
T + N + B which has the property that any map ,f : N + N can be deformed into 
a fiber preserving map. So given any two maps f. ,q : N + A’ we get a commutative 
diagram: 
where H, = 7r, (T, x,), G, = -irl(N,x,), Q1 = nl(B.Y;) and I = g(x1) = ~2, 
f(&) = y(.r,) = - x2. By abuse of notation, we are denoting the induced homomorphism 
from G, to G2 by f. g and the others corresponding to f. g by 7. S> f’. g’, respectively. 
Those interested in more details about nilmanifolds, should see [ 171. 
Proposition 2.1. Let c1 E G2. [fcoin(f.g) = { 1} then coin(f,g) = (7) and C, = {I}. 
Proof. Suppose that coin(7.g) # {i}. Take 8 E coin(f,S) where e # i and 6’ E GI 
such that pi(e) = g. So we have that y~g(B) = pzf(e). This implies that g(B) = <f(O) 
where < E Hz. For any integer r and ,3 E HI we have 8-“B # 1. If not, 8” = R or 
11, (0)r = 1, which contradicts the fact that QI is torsion free. Recall that f’> g’ comes 
from maps of the torus. Since #R[f’.g’] < x because coin(f’. g’) = 1, [’ belongs to 
the Reidemeister class defined by the identity element, for some integer r. Noting that 
Reidemeister classes form an abelian group, so <’ = g(O)f($‘) for some ,3 E HI. 
But g(H)“ = (<f(e))’ = <7’f(0)r w h ere the last equality holds because [ belongs to the 
center of G?. Therefore g(Opr:?) = g(0)-rg($) = ~(O)~‘[~“<‘.~(?J) = f(O-“;I-l). SO 
coin(f, g) # 1 which is a contradiction. 
Now let us show that C, = 1. We recall that C,, = (0 E QI 1 g(O)crf(Q-‘) = o}. 
The argument is by induction on the dimension of N. If the dimension of N is two then 
LV is a torus and the result follows. So let us prove the induction step. Let L = p?(o). 
Since coin(f. is) = {i} by the first part, we have by induction hypothesis that CZ = {i}. 
This means that C, c HI. So ;I E C,, implies g(O)~f(~3~‘) = cv or g(,3)f(d-‘)a = CI 
because f(3) E Hz which is in the center of G 2. Therefore C,, c coin(f’. 9’) = { 1 } 
and the result follows. 0 
Recall that we started with TI E coin(f. g) as a base point. 
Proposition 2.2. Let 21 be another coincidence point of (f, g) und let (fi, . y&,) : Tz, + 
T$ be the restriction ~f‘the mups (f. g) to the jiber where z2 = f (zl) = g(z1). Then the 
mup i?(a) : R[fi, . g&l + R[fc. g$ @Ien by /3 + g(X),Yf (A-‘), where X is ujixedpath 
from .TI to zI and (I is the clu.ss of the projection of the loop g(X) f (A)-‘, is a hijection. 
Proof. The map /j + ,g(X),jrf (A-‘) induces a bijection from ~1 (TzL. 22) onto Hz(E) 
and induces a map on the Reidemeister classes. It is straightforward to verify that the 
induced map, which is y^@), is a bijection. 0 
Theorem 2.3. Let f) g : N + N be u pair of maps where N is a compact nilmanifold. 
Then the following three conditions are equivalent: 
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(4 N(f,g) # 0; 
(b) coin(f#! g#) = 1; 
(cl Wf, 91 < 32 
Further if one of the three conditions holds then 
#R[f. 91 = N(.f, 9) = M.f, 9) 1. 
Proof. The proof, as usual, is by induction. We will prove first that the three statements 
are equivalent. That (a) =+ (b), is certainly true when N is a torus. Now by routine 
induction argument, the result follows using the local product theorem for coincidence 
index. Now let us show that (b) + (c). By Proposition 2.1 coin(f.g) = 7. So, by 
induction hypothesis #R[T. 91 is finite. Take 51, . . . ) EYE; one representative of each of 
the Reidemeister classes. Since the group extension is central, R[f’,g’] has the same 
cardinality as R[fz! ! gc,] f or all 1;, by Proposition 1.8. By Proposition 1.3, we must show 
that Rz, [f, g] is finite for i = I, . ! k. But R[f’. g’] is finite. Since R[fz?, gE,] projects 
onto 7&, [f’? g’], Rz, [f’, g’] is finite, therefore R[f, g] is finite. 
Now let us show that (c) + (a) and at the same time that (c) also implies 
Take R[f,g] which is certainly finite. By induction hypothesis N(f,g) # 0 and 
coin(f,, 9#) = 7. So let us assume that the geometric functions T,g satisfy coin@, 9) = 
(5, 1. . . ,bk} where lc = N(f.q), I. 1e., each Nielsen class has just one point and all of 
them have the same index which is either + 1 or - 1. By Propositions 1.6, 1.8 and 2.1, we 
have that R[f’, g’] + R[f, g] is injective which implies #R[f’, g’] < co. This means that 
NV’, g’) # 0 and N(f’;.9’) = Mf’,g’)I. P or each coincidence point bi E coin@, ij) 
then we have fs,, ggz : Tg,, + T&, f(&) = g(b,) = C, and n(&%,ggJ = A(f’,g’) # 0. 
Therefore we have N(f’, g’) = N(fi;,. gg,) # 0. So by Proposition 2.2 each Reide- 
meister class of R[fg, , gb,] corresponds to a Reidemeister class of R[f, g] with index 
the product between the index in the base and the index in the fiber. Since these 
values are constant, +1 or - 1, we have that not only N(f, g) # 0 but also that 
N(f,g) = #W7gl = lW.9)1~ 0 
Remarks. This result is not true for orientable solvmanifolds. To see this, consider R3 
with the group operation under the semi direct product given by 
(~l,YI,ZI) * (22,y2,.72) = (5, +.~:,YyI + (-l)“‘YZJl + (-l)“‘z2). 
As described in [16], let S be the solvmanifold which is the quotient space of R’ by 
the relation 
(zy,z) N (~:+a,(-l)ay+b.(-l)az+c), 
where a, /I, c are integers. The fundamental group of S is the semi direct product of Z @ Z 
by Z where Z acts on Z @ Z as -id. Now take f = %d and g[z! y, z] = [-z, y, z]. These 
two maps are fiber preserving maps relative to the fibration T* -+ S --f S’. 
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The maps &,ij: S’ --7‘ S’ are, respectively the identity and g[z] = [-XI. So fix 
(9) = {PI: [:I>. Let T;O,, Tfi,21 be the fiber over the points [O]. [i], respectively. Then 
g[O. y, z] = [O, y. z]. So glT;,, is the identity map. Now 
g,,&.Y>z] = [ - ;,y.z1 = [ -; + l:(-l)‘y,(-l)‘z] = [i:-y,-z]. 
So gl,2(i.y.z) = (i. -y. -z) and N(id,gi,z) = 4. 
By [16, Lemma 2.11, these 4 essential classes in the fibers are essential in the total 
space. So N(f, g) # 0 and it is easy to compute that #X[f, g] is infinite. Namely a set 
of representatives for all Reidemeister classes is {t, to, t/3, tap, or,b”, Vr-, s E Z} where 
t, o, B are the generators of 7~1 (S) which are represented by the loops based at (0,O. 0) 
along the axes z, y. z. Also observe that coin(&, g#) depends on the base point. Namely 
at [O,O, 0] it is Z @ 2 and at [l/2.0,0] it is the identity element. 
It is not true in general that #R[f, g] < x implies N(S, g) # 0, even when the second 
manifold is the torus. For, take S: g : S ---t T where S is the surface of genus 2 and 
T is the two-dimensional torus. Let f be the constant map and g the map such that 
g# : Hi (S) -+ Hi (T) is given by 
g#(el) = 2:. g#(ez) = y2. g#(es) = x2. gs(e4) = y-l, 
where e 1. e2. es, e4 E Hi (S) are the generators of Hi (S) and X. y E Hi (T) are the 
generators of Hi(T). We have that R[f, g] has only one class. Also, A(f, g) = 0 by [5, 
Proposition 3.7.51 or [9]. Since the torus is a Jiang space, all coincidence classes have 
the same index. The proof of this last fact is completely analogous to the fixed point 
case and appears for example in [ 181. Therefore, it follows that N(f, g) = 0. 
Now we will look at the case of a nilpotent class C. Let M E C. 
Lemma 2.4. The manifold M is an Eilenberg-MacL.une space of vpe (x3 1) where YT is 
the fundamental group of a compact nilmanifold. 
Proof. This follows from the long exact sequence in homotopy associated with the 
principal T-fibration given by [7, Definition 2.11. 0 
Now let f. g : M 4 Af be two maps where M belongs to a nilpotent class C. Theo- 
rem 2.3 holds when N = M belongs to any nilpotent class C. This follows easily from 
the Lemma 2.4 above. So we have: 
Theorem 2.5. Given f, g : M - M where M belongs to a nilpotent class C, then the 
three conditions are equivalent: 
(4 N(f,g) # 0; 
(b) coin(f#,g#) = 1; 
cc> #R[f, 91 < ‘DJ. 
If one of the three conditions holds, then 
N(.f,g) = #W>i = lbw.9)1~ 
Proof. Given M, by the Lemma 2.4 let N E N, such that there exist h : Ad + N which 
is a homotopy equivalence. Then we have the commutative diagram, up to homotopy: 
N ‘N 
--c- 
where fo> ga are maps which induce on 7ri (JY) the homomorphisms f++> g#, respectively. 
For fa.g(, we know by Theorem 2.3 that the three conditions are equivalent, as well as 
that these conditions imply the equality in the statement. But the numbers involved are 
certainly the same for the pair (f, g) and the pair (to. go). This completes the proof. 0 
Remark. Now it is clear how to extend the result for the class HN. All we have to 
do is to define the coincidence index of an isolated set of coincidence points. This is 
done using the homotopy equivalence 11, : N + K, where K E HN and N is a compact 
nilmanifold (see the definition of HN). We then define a Thorn fundamental class on K 
and by a routine procedure an index, Nielsen numbers, and the Lefschetz number. They 
are all homotopy invariants and the result follows. 
3. Reidemeister classes for nilpotent fibrations 
Let C be, as before, a nilpotent class. Define FC to be the family of all locally trivial fi- 
bre bundles F - M ----f N where N E C and M. F are compact orientable manifolds. Let 
Fe(N) be the elements of FC which fibre over a fixed N E C. Finally let &C(N) be the 
elements of FC(N) such that the locally trivial fibre bundle over N has simply connected 
fibre. Our purpose in this section is to extend Theorem 2.5 of the previous section. As we 
have seen, the results so far rely on the fact that we are dealing with principal fibrations. 
This means that over different fibers, up to homotopy, the fibre preserving maps restricted 
to the fibers are homotopic. So the Nielsen coincidence numbers and the Lefschetz coin- 
cidence numbers are the same. This has motivated us to analyze the following situation: 
(I) For what kind of fibration, more general than a principal fibration, can one still 
have constant Nielsen coincidence numbers and Lefschetz coincidence numbers along 
different fibers, despite the fact that the fibre maps restricted to different fibers are no 
longer in the same homotopy class? For the particular case where the fibre is simply 
connected we are in fact trying to see under which new conditions the Nielsen theory 
can be detected by looking in the fundamental group of the total space. 
(2) It might happen, in studying fixed point theory on a nilmanifold, that we get a 
locally trivial fibre bundle F A E - lV, with all fibers being compact nilmanifolds. 
This fibration is not at all, in general, a principal fibration, but it is certainly a nilpotent 
fibration if E is also a compact nilmanifold. Given fibre preserving maps it might be 
quite useful to know when you have a global product formula for the Nielsen numbers 
and Lefschetz numbers, thus providing a tool for inductive proofs for a nilpotent class of 
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manifolds. In this way, the well understood family of nilpotent fibrations becomes useful 
in studying the situations mentioned above. It turns out that when we have a nilpotent 
fibration we can get some positive results. The main one is Theorem 3.7, where the two 
situations of a simply connected or nilmanifold fibre are covered. 
Consider fibre maps f. g : El + I$. Let El. E2 E .X(N) and dim El = dim E2. So 
we have 
We will assume that 7.S have a finite number of coincidence points and each point is 
just one essential Nielsen class. These assumptions on f:,9 are always possible by [20, 
Theorem 2.51 and the homotopy lifting property. 
Proposition 3.1. Let C = coin(7.g). Then 1 CbEC A(f$g$)I = lA(j.g)l. Further 
iV(f. 9) = C&C JW;> g;,. 
Proof. Let iv(f: g) # 0 and E be the index of a Nielsen class of the pair (7, 3). We 
know that E is constant and equal to either + 1 or - 1. By Lemma 2.1 of [ 161 we know 
that each Nielsen class Xi of (f,g) IS contained in some fibre FL and Xi is precisely 
one Nielsen class of (f$ gi), where fi = flak and gk = glFF (remember that n*(N) = 0 
so 7ri (Fz) + 7rr (Ez) is injective so the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 of [16] are satisfied). 
If F, ;, . FT.6 are all the Nielsen classes which are inside of Fg, then by the product 
formula for the coincidence index and the Hopf-Lefschetz formula we have 
i(F,,J + + i(F7.,$ = b, (F,,$ + ‘. + ci, (F,$ = al(j;.g;). 
Here i, i 1 are the indices of the Nielsen class relative to El, Fl , respectively. As b runs 
over coin (7.9) we get the desired result. The case N(f: g) = 0 is similar and is left to 
the reader. q 
In order to compare the Reidemeister classes over different fibers, as well the Lefschetz 
coincidence numbers we shall proof two lemmas. Relative to the second fibration F2 + 
I.32 4 N, we have the action of 7ri (N) on the set of homotopy equivalences of the fibre. 
Call r, : F + F a map which provides the action for CL- E 7ri (N), where Q is a lifting 
of 5 to a based loop in E2. 
Lemma 3.2. Given && E coin(T,g) then 
“(fg, .gi;,) = 4_r,.f~~,:~~,,) 
where E = [f(A)?j(x)P’] and % is a path from $0 to $1 
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Proof. This just follows by general properties of a fibration. Let X be a lifting of 1. We 
consider the two homotopy commutative diagrams: 
(3) 
Now we have [f;,] = ~f~f(x) o [f;(,] 0 7;’ and [gi;,] = ~~(~1 o [gg,] o 7;‘. So 
Nf&, 3 %, 1 = 4WX) O [f~(,l O 9 * Tg(X) O k&l O 2’) 
= ‘1&j\) O Tf(X) O h(,l. b&J 1 
where the equality holds because 7 is a homotopy equivalence. But ~~<i) O Tf(X) = 
THAI 0 off = ~~(x)~(x-I) = T,,. So we get 
Lemma 3.3. The Reidemeister classes of (f7;, : g,,) are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the Reidemeister classes of (rO o j&. gg,)). 
Proof. Let ba, br be the base points of the fibers over $0, br, respectively. It is easy 
to see that we have a bijection from the Reidemeister classes of the pair (fz, , gc,) and 
R[fc, g$ as defined in Section 1. But r, induces in 7rl (Fz) exactly the conjugation by 
a. So by Proposition 1.7 the result follows. 0 
For the purpose of the next lemma we will assume only that the second fibration is 
a nilpotent fibration. Let F ---) E 4 B be a fibration where all spaces are connected. 
We say that the fibration is nilpotent if ~1 (E) acts nilpotently on the homotopy groups 
of F. For more details see, [3, Chapter II, Section 41 or [12, Chapter 2, Section 21. 
In [13] we also have the notion of a quasi-nilpotent fibration. This means that ~1 (B) 
acts nilpotently on the homology groups of F. By [ 10, Section 2, Corollary 2.31 we 
have that nilpotent fibration implies quasi-nilpotent fibration. For the next lemma we 
are going to use this property of a nilpotent fibration. Finally, for the definition of the 
nilpotency class of an action, see [ 12, Section 4, p. 341. Recall that r& (Hz) = H2 and 
r&T’(Hz) = subgroup generated by {yzy-IX:-’ 1 y E Gz. z E &(H2)}. We will need 
this in Proposition 3.5. 
Fundamental Lemma 3.4. If the secondjbration is nilpotent and either f#(rl (El)) = 
XI (E2) or g#(m (El)) = 5~1 (E2) th en 47, 0 f5,1!.9:,1) = A(&..9-J 
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Proof. Since 
where we are using homology and cohomology with rational coefficients, it suffices to 
show that for each integer 0 < i < n we have tr(;r) = 0 where p = (id- (ra)l)((f7;o)f 0 
D o (G,,)‘-~ o Dp’). See [21] for more details about A(f,g). In order to prove that 
tr(p) = 0, we are going to show that 9 o o p, n, times, is the null homomorphism 
where n, = dim Hi (Fz. Q)+ 1. For this purpose, let cy be an element of 7rt (I$). From now 
on, without lost of generality, let us assume that g#(Tt(Et)) = 7rt(E~). Let B E 7rt(Et) 
be such that g#(8) = co-‘. By, [6, Chapter VIII, Prop. lO.lO] or the transfer properties, 
we have that (r,,), o D o (T~~)~-’ o D-’ is the identity homomorphism for any Q. Using 
this fact and the commutativity of the diagrams (2) and (3) we have: 
(f,,,z 0 D 0 (ggc,)n-z 0 D-’ 0 (~a), = (f7;,J 0 D 0 (q,,Y 
= (f,,,; 0 D 0 bg,,)“- 0 (~gTsrt(,qY 0 D-’ 
= (fK,,)7 o D o (T~~)‘~-’ o (~i;,,)‘-~ o D-’ 
= (f- )i o (~~--l)~ o D o (F ),-’ o D-’ 41 
= (q,(,jw,)l 0 (.f~<,)2 0 D o&’ 0 D-‘. 
So the conclusion is that 
(TV-,)- o D-’ 
Let us call o = (11 and f#(lYY’) = ~2. Then we can see that there is a sequence of ni 
elements 01.. o,,~ of 7rt (Ez) such that: 
@) = (id - (r(>,)<). (id - (T&) o [(f,,Jt o D o (%Jpi o Dp’1”‘. 
But the action of ~1 (Ez) on Hi(F2. Q) . 1s nilpotent, with nilpotency class less than n,. 
So (id- (~~,)i) ... (id- (m,,,),) is th e null homomorphism and it follows that the trace 
of 9 is zero, proving the lemma. 0 
From diagram (1) in this section, we get the following commutative diagram, where 
the rows are short exact sequences and the induced homomorphism of a function f are 
also denoted by f. 
l-H,-%G,&Q 1-I 
(4) 
The next proposition concerns diagram (4). We will consider conditions on diagram (4) 
which will arise from the geometric hypothesis that the two locally trivial fibre bundles 
of diagram (1) have fibers Ft. F2 E &C(Nt ) for some Nt E C and F, , F2 have the 
same dimension. This implies that the groups HI and Hz above are both isomorphic to 
T/TI (IV,), where the base points of FI ~ Fz can be different even in the case where F, = F2. 
Proposition 3.5. hz diagram (4), s~~ppose that the groups of the top horizontal short exact 
sequence are isomorphic to the groups of the bottom short exact sequence. Consider 
i% E Q2, 0 E pT’(cY) and assume that coin(f’. 11’) = {I} and that Gl is a finitely 
generated, torsion free nilpotent group. Then #‘R[f’. g’] = #R[r, o f’, 9’1 and they are 
finite. 
Proof. Since Gz is nilpotent, the action of G2 on Hz is also nilpotent. The proof is by 
induction on the nilpotency class of the action. If the nilpotency class is one then the 
extension is central and we have f’ = r,, o f’. So the equality follows. By Theorem 2.5 
the finite claim follows, since HI and H? are finitely generated nilpotent torsion free 
groups. Suppose the result is true when the nilpotency class of the action is c - 1, and 
let the action have nilpotency class c. For i = 1~ 2, let us consider the groups r&, (Hi) 
and H,, where 
H; = {g E G,, 1 ng t r& (Hi) for some positive natural number n}. 
Hi is the smallest subgroup of G, which contains all divisors of r$ (H,). Given a 
homomorphism cp : Gl + G? certainly 
YJ(~;, (HI )) c r&z (H?) 
and consequently 
P(HI) c (H2). 
Now let us show that 
Hi C Hi n Z(G+), 
where Z(Gi) is the center of G;. By a result of Mal’cev (see [19, Chapter 5, State- 
ment 5.2.19]), the quotient of G, by Z(Gi) is torsion free. From this and the fact that 
I$(H,) c Z(G;) it follows that H, c Z(G,). S’ lnce Qi is also torsion free, by the 
same argument as above, it follows that H; c H, and we have H, c Hi n Z(Gf). Thus, 
we have the following commutative diagrams: 
1 -H, -HI -HI/H,-1 
1 -H2-H? _---H2/H2+l 
(5) 
where the rows are short exact sequences and all maps are either inclusions or the natural 
one induced by the maps of diagram (4) above. Also the short exact sequences in the 
diagram (5) are central. 
In order to apply the induction hypothesis let us compute coin(f2.92). The group 
Gi /Hi is certainly torsion free and so is Hi /pi. Now if we apply Proposition 2.1 to 
diagram (5), we get coin(f2,g2) = 1. 
Now looking at diagram (6), we have that G~/HI acts nilpotently on H?/H?, 
coin(f2,g2) = 1 and the action has nilpotency class less or equal to c- 1. So by induction 
hypothesis we have #R[_mfi, g?] = #R[fi. gz] where #R[fi. gz] is certainly finite. Since 
7,, of” = f”, to finish the proof it suffices to show that #R[f’. g’] = #R[f”, g”]#R[fi, gz] 
and #R[r,,f’. 9’1 = #R[r,,f”, g”]#R[-r,f*, 921. 
For this, let us look at diagram (5), where the rows are central extensions. For the pair 
(f’. g’), by Proposition 2.1, we have that C,B = { l} for any $ E Hz. Now Proposition 1.6 
together with Proposition 1.8 implies the formula. The proof of the second formula 
is similar but we have to show first that coin(ruf’,g’) = 1. Since coin(-r,f”, g”) = 
coin(f”. 9”) it suffices to show that coin(r<, f2. g2) = 1. But by induction hypothesis we 
have #R[-r,,f~.g?] finite. So by Theorem 2.3 we have coin(r,fz.gI) = 1 and the result 
follows. 0 
In order to prove the main result, we will need a lemma. Let Ei + El + IV, 
FZ + E2 + ;V. as given in diagram (l), be two locally trivial fibre bundles, where all 
spaces are compact, orientable manifolds. Suppose that the second fibration is nilpotent. 
Lemma 3.6. Let f. g : El + E2 be any two maps where El, E? E 3&(N) for IV E 
C. dimEi = dim Ez, and either f#(~l(El)) = TI(E~) or g++(~,(El)) = 7rI(E2). If 
n’(f. g) # 0 then coin(f#: g#) = 1, N(f. g) = #R[f, g] and all Nielsen classes have the 
same index. Further; the maps f and g can always be deformed to jibre preserving maps 
and in this case the index of all coincidence Nielsen classes is the same and equal to 
*A(f’.g’). with lA(f,g)l = IV(f,,g)lA(f’.g’)~. 
Proof. We will start by showing that f, g can be deformed to fibre preserving maps 
and then it will suffices to prove the theorem for the deformed maps. Given any map 
h : El --f E2, since FI , Fz are simply connected, this map induces a map x: N + N 
which makes the diagram below homotopy commutative. 
By the lifting homotopy property we can see that h can be deformed to a fibre pre- 
serving map which covers h. So we can assume that f and g are fibre preserving maps. 
We also can assume that every point of coin(f.3) is an essential Nielsen class of (7,s) 
which has index E constant (E = +I or -1). Suppose N(f, g) # 0. Then we have 
lV(f.19) # 0 and by Theorem 2.5 it follows that coin@,.&) = 1. In order to prove 
the equality -V(,j”, 9) = #R[f. ~11. as a result of Theorem 2.5, it suffices to show that 
N(f, g) = IV@, 3). By the fundamental Lemma 3.4, ‘I(& go) is constant where b runs 
over coin@. g). and fi;, 9~ are the maps ,f. 9 restricted to the fibre over the coincidence 
point 8. Using the same argument in the proof that (c) implies (a) in Theorem 2.3, we 
can assume that every point of c0injf.g) is an essential coincidence Nielsen class. So 
1);’ (6). as 5 runs in coin(f. !/), is exactly the essential coincidence Nielsen classes of 
(f, .9), because A( &. 9,) is constant and the fibre is simply connected. Now the usual 
counting argument, together with Proposition 3. I and fundamental Lemma 3.4, yield the 
remaining part of the lemma. 0 
We now come to the main theorem. Let E, E FTC(S) and F, E .T$Z(lVI) for i = 1~ 2. 
(b) coin(,f#. ,9#) = 1 anal A(f’, ~1’) # 0; 
(c) #R[f. 91 < x crnn Al(f’. !I’) # 0. 
!f one of the three cotzdi~iotts rtlxt~v holds then 
N(f. ,fJ) = S(f, Tj)lV(f’. g’) = #R[f. c/]#R[f’, g’] = #R[f, g]. 
Proof. Let us first show that (a) 3 (b). By an argument similar to that used in the 
proof of Lemma 3.6, from the hypothesis AT(f.,9) # 0 we get N(f’. 9’) # 0. From 
Lemma 3.6 it follows that A(f’. 9’) # 0, which is one part of the implication. For the 
remain part of the implication, we have ;V(.f’. 9’) # 0 and I\‘(?> ?j) # 0. By Theorem 2.5, 
coin(f, 9) = I. By Lemma 3.6 we have coin(j’, !I’) = I. So it follows that coin(f. 9) = I 
and we have (b). That (b) is equivalent to (c) this is contained in Theorem 2.3, because 
this depends only on the fundamental group of the space E, which is finitely generated 
torsion free nilpotent group. Now suppose that (c) holds. Then R[f,g] is finite and 
therefore R[f, g] is finite. This implies that ;V(f. ij) # 0. Since A(f’. 9’) # 0 it follows 
that IV(.f’, !I’) # 0. So :V(j’. 9) # 0. 
We know that each Nielsen class is contained within a fibre. By Lemma 3.6 the index 
of all Nielsen classes of (jc. ~1,) is the same and has the value A(f&,9$ divided by the 
cardinality of the Reidemeister classes. By fundamental Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 3.5 
these numbers are constant. So by the usual counting argument we get the conclusion of 
the theorem. 0 
Remarks. Given a compact manifold which is a Jiang space X such that the fundamental 
group is a free abelian group, it can happen that ,Y is not the total space of a locally trivial 
bundle over a torus. Nevertheless, Theorem 3.7 remains true if we replace F, E TC(Ni) 
i = 1.2 by X and keep all the other hypotheses. In this case the proof is similar and 
simpler. 
If we assume in the Theorem 3.7 that the fibre is a compact nilmanifold then the result 
is true without the hypothesis -I(f’. 9’) # 0 m conditions (b) and (c). In fact, condition 
il(.f’. 9’) # 0 follows, if any one of the three equivalent conditions holds. 
We hoped that part of this work, in particular the first section, could be used to study the 
relations we have described for a pair of maps between a broader family of two different 
spaces. One crucial difficulty to be overcome is the case of two different nilmanifolds 
of the same dimension. The difficulties that arise are twofold. (I) To nontrivially fibre 
the domain and the target in such a way that bases and fibers, have, respectively, the 
same dimension. (2) Moreover, these fibrations must have the property that the original 
maps must be homotopic to fiber preserving maps. Once one gets the result for two 
possibly distinct nilmanifolds - something we believe to be true-it becomes likely that 
the methods of Section 1 can be used to extend our results to a larger family of pair of 
spaces. 
Examples of nilpotent fibrations which are not principal fibrations, can be built as 
follows: let H be a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group acting on a simply 
connected compact manifold Al such that the induced action u:: H + Aut(H2(AJ)) is 
nilpotent. Take G to be the nilpotent Lie group with G/H a nilmanifold having discrete 
subgroup H with 7rr (G/H) = H. Let H act on N x G through the diagonal action. So 
we have the locally trivial fibre bundle 
which is a nilpotent fibration. In particular one can take p: S’ x S’ + S3 x Sj be a 
homeomorphism such that the induced homomorphism 
1 :H3(S’xS’)+H3(S3xS3) 
has m:trix ( ) y ). Then we have 
s” x s” i 
s3 x s’ x I 
(J.0) ~ (p(z). I) - s’. 
These are nonprincipal fibrations which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.7. 
Finally we would like to point out that [ 1 1,221 are related to this work, although they 
are more concerned with fiber preserving maps. 
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